
la première gourde en verre française !  

The Gobi STREET 1L

aka the Big Gobi 



THE FRENCH MANUFACTURING

SOLIDARITY ASSEMBLY
- Mandres-les-Roses (94) : assembly by disabled people

MANUFACTURING
- Périgny-sur-Yerres (94) : cap
- Gron (89) : body

GOBI OFFICES
- Paris (75) : Product, Commercial, and Communication/Marketing Teams
- Bordeaux (33) : Supply, Orders, and Administrative Teams



Cap made of Formi
European bio-composite 
loaded with wood fibers that 
provide a marbled effect  
making each piece unique

Body made of 
Copolyester

Durable plastic, BPA/BPS 
free, reusable, and  

recyclable 

THE MATERIALS

Tested and validated 
by independent 
laboratories on 
new materials 
and simulated 
aging.

Everything has been designed to 
minimize its impact on the 
environment and adhere to the 
precautionary principle.



Pad printing on the 
body of the Gobi.
10 x 3,5 cm 

Process using a silicone pad
that transfers the ink of the 
logo onto the water bottle. 
This marking method allows 
printing on a rounded shape 
with high quality and 
excellent precision.

The marking is dishwasher 
safe. and does not 
deteriorate over time.

Choice 
of cap color : 

A mix of colors is 
possible at no 

extra cost

DID YOU KNOW?
Allowing individuals to write 

their names on the round card 
enables them to identify their 

bottle, fosters a sense of 
belonging, and ensures the 

health safety of your 
collaborators. 

Cap with 
round customizable card

 front / back
Printed on PEFC® certified paper made from 

responsibly sourced wood fibers. 
Size = 4cm in diameter.

CUSTOMIZATION

offered



THE COLOR CHART 

#008854 #12113E#FFE36D#DBD6CB#CC2C24 #F9C2A9 #AAB350 #0085A7#252734
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* Data derived from the Life Cycle 
Assessment conducted by 
Cooperative MU in partnership 
with ADEME - Calculation method: 
EF 3.1  (Climate change: IPCC 2021) 
Database: Ecoinvent v3.9.1. 
Reference update 2022.

ECO - DESIGN

THANK YOU  & 
WELL DONE !

In 1 year of use, each employee in the office avoids 
generating 5,01 kg of CO2  and 1,67 kg of waste !

WITHOUT 
A GOBI

WITHOUT 
A GOBI 

WITH A 
GOBI

WITH A 
GOBI

1,70 
kg CO2

6,71 
kg CO2

1,82 
kg of 

waste

0,15 
kg of 

waste



8,3 cm

Bottle + Cap
24,5 cm

Bottle
23 cm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Capacity: 1 liter
- Graduations: 25 cl, 50 cl, 75 cl
- Weight: 136 grams
- Dishwasher safe

PACKAGING
Box of  18 bottles 1L
   - dimension 60 cm x 40 cm x 25 cm
   - weight 5 kg
Box of 45 bottles 1L
   - dimension 60 cm x 40 cm x 45 cm
   - weight 10 kg 
Pallet of 612 bottles 1L
   - 12 boxes of 45 + 4 boxes de 18 
   - dimension 120 cm x 80 cm x 175 cm
   - weight 152 kg 

ORDER
- Delivery time: 5 to 20 business days
- Minimum order quantity: None

PRODUCT 
INFORMATION



The summary of the eco-design work carried out prior to 
manufacturing;

The results of the safety tests conducted by an accredited 
independent laboratory;

The food safety certificates;

The certifications for our French manufacturing;

Our ESUS approval, a label awarded by the State to Socially Useful 
Solidarity Enterprises.

We can provide upon request:

OUR JUSTIFICATIONS


